This week in Foundation Group 2:

This week’s sensory was a messy affair as our students get to create various shapes such as circle, square, triangle and rectangle on the table with shaving cream. It was a fun activity as they enjoyed the session. No doubt some students immediately delved into the activity whereas some students needed encouragement to touched it and gradually getting involved. This activity increases hand function and finger dexterity. It also encourages some students to be less tactile defensive to ensure they get use to various sensory input much needed.

Sustainability and Environment:

Life skills activity was special this week as we get to mix with the other group of students from Foundation 1. They shared fruits, take turns with utensils to cut and mix their fruit salad as well as taste it thereafter. Students will continue to experiment with different food group and make connections with their experiences, observation and preferences. In expansion to the shapes theme week, we also added on shaker bottle shapes which some of our students helped to cut into basic shapes e.g. ‘circle, square and triangle’ They filled water into the empty bottle, added in shapes of their choices and lastly glitter stars as a final product. It was such a pleasure to watch them play with the shaker bottle and the effort they put in. For Math, we did tracing shapes for the younger students and added written words for the older students. The older students were required to identify individual letters to form a word, eye tracking movement and attempted to write words provided.

PE, Aquatics and Movement

Swimming session has always been a fun part of the day as students certainly looks forward to it. Each student progresses from demonstrating safe entry into the water to be able to move around and across the pool using swimming aids and supports. Some students are required to watch and copy Coach Janet’s demonstration and recognise the need to follow actions.